Abstract: This paper proposes a new flight path planning algorithm that finds collision-free, optimal/near-optimal and flyable paths for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in three-dimensional (3D) environments with fixed obstacles. The proposed algorithm significantly reduces pathfinding computing time without significantly degrading path lengths by using space circumscription and a sparse visibility graph in the pathfinding process. We devise a novel method by exploiting the information about obstacle geometry to circumscribe the search space in the form of a half cylinder from which a working path for UAV can be computed without sacrificing the guarantees on near-optimality and speed. Furthermore, we generate a sparse visibility graph from the circumscribed space and find the initial path, which is subsequently optimized. The proposed algorithm effectively resolves the efficiency and optimality trade-off by searching the path only from the high priority circumscribed space of a map. The simulation results obtained from various maps, and comparison with the existing methods show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and verify the aforementioned claims.
Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly popular due to their ability to operate autonomously even in those areas that are difficult to reach, such as mountains, deserts, and forests for performing a variety of tasks. Nowadays, UAVs being inexpensive, lightweight, and with low and super low-altitude flights capabilities have demonstrated their usefulness in a wide-range of both civilian and military applications. UAV technology continues to advance, driven by both military and civilian investments. According to the Teal Group's forecast of the rapidly growing global UAV market, annual spending on UAVs including both military and civilian applications, will be more than US $12 billion by 2024 [1] . Technological developments, such as processing speed of computers, sensors, artificial intelligence, and computer vision based algorithms have enabled UAVs to conduct a much wider range of practical applications with ease that otherwise would be done at higher costs and times.
The commercial real-world applications of UAVs, such as vaccine distribution [2] , vegetable inspection [3] , industrial applications [4] , sensing of large areas [5] , aerial forest fire detection [6] , traffic monitoring [7] , scientific research data collection [8] , disaster assessment and management [9] , rust detection of steel bridges [10] , and ocean exploration missions [11] , among others, are more attractive than military applications. Meanwhile, the coming generation of UAVs will introduce some unique capabilities that might eventually reshape the future of war around the world [12] . In most of the applications, a UAV needs the ability to reach a target location quickly while avoiding various obstacles it may find along the way. However, without human control, UAV usage imposes several challenges that need to be resolved, and one of those challenges is finding the optimal, collision-free, and computationally efficient flight path between source and target locations in 3D environments. Due to the extensive use of UAVs in many fields, the problem of pathfinding for UAVs has been a very active area of research, especially during the last decade.
Path planning is a method to obtain the most viable path between source and target locations while preventing the collision with the underlying environment, and at the same time satisfying certain optimization constraints, such as time, distance and energy consumption [13] . Path planning is an NP-hard optimization problem that can be solved in deterministic and non-deterministic ways. Generally, path planning problems are divided into two major categories, global and local path planning. In global path planning, the path searching is carried out in a known environment. In contrast, local path planning is relatively complex because the environment can be completely or partially unknown. Considering UAV missions, pathfinding problems are of two types; namely, multi-agent and single-agent pathfinding. In multi-agent pathfinding, a team of UAVs search for their destinations simultaneously unlike the single-agent variant in which one UAV does so. The pathfinding process usually starts with exploring a graph from a starting location and continues until the target location is reached. The performance of any pathfinding algorithm is usually based on the selection of highly relevant nodes and edges from the provided graph that result in an optimal solution with less computing overheads. In this paper, our focus is on the single-agent global path planning problem and our aim is to reduce the overall time required for computing an optimal or near-optimal path.
Several global path planning algorithms have been proposed for enhancing UAV autonomy in an airspace for various missions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The pathfinding process is mainly comprised of three key-elements; setting up a suitable environment (e.g., a graph representation of an environment), a search algorithm that explores the graph, and a heuristic function (e.g., distance and energy, etc.) that guides the search. Accurate terrain representation with detailed information is necessary to obtain a natural-looking path. Cell decomposition [28] , roadmap [29] , and potential field [30] are well-known environment modelling approaches based on configuration space (C-space). Search algorithm explores the terrain from start to the target locations for finding a feasible or optimal path. There exists a series of well-known graph search algorithms developed from 1959 to date, such as Dijkstra [31] and greedy best-first-search [32] which are known as the earliest graph search-based shortest pathfinding algorithms. However, A* algorithm [33] is considered as the de-facto standard, and it is the most widely used shortest path search algorithm. An independent study [34] proved that A* algorithm is faster and more efficient than Dijkstra's algorithm and its variants. Apart from these well-known algorithms, many variants of A* algorithm, such as Theta* [35] , IDA* [36] , LPA* [37] , Lazy-theta* [38] and D*-Lite [39] can almost always find an optimal or near-optimal path. Most graph-based pathfinding algorithms use a heuristic function that guides the search which can be either Euclidean distance or energy estimates [40] . Algfoor et al. [41] study has provided a detailed survey about path planning techniques for robotics.
Most of the existing pathfinding algorithms for UAVs do not provide thorough insight into search space circumscription, particularly regarding the trade-off between optimality and speed in large and complex 3D environments. Current pathfinding algorithms focus on building better heuristics at the expense of memory overheads. Many algorithms sacrifice optimality for speed. Few offer near-optimal paths or time performance guarantees, most provide only shortest paths, risking time performance degradation. However, in many practical UAV applications, trade-off on any of the given metrics is not acceptable. Therefore, it is mandatory to constrain the path searches only to high priority space during pathfinding to effectively resolve the efficiency and optimality trade-off. Various approaches have been proposed to speed-up the path computations, such as hierarchical abstractions [42] [43] [44] , symmetry breaking [45, 46] , jump point search [47] [48] [49] [50] , sub-goal graphs [51] , compressed path databases [52, 53] , accurate heuristics [54] , swamp hierarchies [55] , pruning dominant states [56] , influence-aware pathfinders [57] , and constraints-aware navigation (CAN) [58] . Despite the success of such enhancements, in most cases, either many locations of the maps are searched needlessly, or path length degrades. In unrealistic cases, the worst-case running time of most algorithms increase exponentially, and extensive pre-and post-processing are needed to obtain the final path.
Recently, some studies have focused on the problem of reducing the time complexity of pathfinding by considering the obstacles that are on the straight line path between the source and target locations or their extensions in the pathfinding process [59, 60] . However, these methods are subject to very high computational complexity and return non-taut paths if large numbers of obstacles are lying on the straight line path. Therefore, such methods are prone to either inefficient paths or need additional computation in finding the feasible path. To overcome the aforementioned limitations, this study proposes a new flight path planning algorithm that reduces pathfinding computing time significantly without significantly degrading path lengths by using space circumscription and sparse visibility graph in 3D environments with fixed convex obstacles. The essence of the proposed approach is to search only the desired region and to avoid unwanted regions by exploiting the obstacle geometry to find good quality paths.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 explains the background and related work regarding well-known path planning algorithms. Section 3 presents the proposed global flight path planning algorithm and explains its principal steps. Section 4 discusses the experiments and results. Finally, conclusions and future directions are offered in Section 5.
Background and Related Work
This section presents the background and related work regarding the environment representation techniques used for UAV path planning, path optimization algorithms and obstacle geometry preserving UAV path planning methods. The primary step of global path planning is to represent the world space with appropriate geometrical shapes. Environment representation is highly related to a path search algorithm because some path search algorithms only do well when they are jointly used with a specific environment representation. A detailed overview of the performance of different environment representations jointly used with various search algorithms is presented in [61] . There are plenty of methods in the existing literature to represent the UAV operating environment. These methods are broadly classified into three categories: cell decomposition (CD), roadmap (RM), and potential fields (PF). A detailed survey regarding environment modelling techniques was given by Kim et al. [62] . Each method varies regarding the degree of computational complexity, accuracy of environment representation, and solution quality. For instance, the main weakness of the CD-based methods is poor solution quality when the cell sizes are too coarse. On the other hand, they are prone to very high space and time complexity if the cells are too fine. Meanwhile, PF-based methods suffer from the local minima problem and degrade the solution quality. A pictorial overview of the most widely used environment representation methods is given in Figure 1 .
After representing the UAV operating environment in the form of a graph, a search algorithm is employed to explore the graph for shortest pathfinding. Due to the extensive use of UAVs in many fields, several attempts have been made to find the optimal or feasible path with less time complexity. The path planning algorithms, such as firefly algorithm (FA) [63] , differential evolution (DE) [64] , genetic algorithms (GA) [65] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [66] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [67] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [68] , fuzzy logic (FL) [69] , gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [70] , central force optimization (CFO) [71] , simulated annealing (SA) [72] and their improved versions, are used in global path planning. Each algorithm has its own strength over others in terms of robustness, ease of implementation, simplicity, usability, scalability, convergence, and environment representation. Due to simplicity and effectiveness, PSO, GA, ACO, ABC, and FA are the most appealing to solve the global optimization problems. However, in some cases, GA and PSO algorithms fall into premature convergence which results in poor solution quality. DE algorithms are plausible because they require only few control parameters. CFO algorithms have demonstrated their effectiveness in finding the feasible or optimal path under complicated constraints. In some cases, multiple algorithms have been jointly used to find the path for UAV [73] . A comprehensive survey regarding four fundamental path planning families was provided by Yang Liang et al. [74] . A geometrical path planning method that enables a UAV to find a feasible path in 3D complex environments with less time complexity was offered by [75] . The proposed algorithm models the environment with height reduction to resolve the conflict between accuracy of environment modelling and path finding efficiency. Unfortunately, the proposed method does not constrain the path search in the remaining UAV operating area after height reduction which can greatly affect the efficiency of pathfinding in large and complex environments. Liang Hu et al. [76] proposed an incremental path planning algorithm to solve the optimal pathfinding problem with least computation cost considering the environmental and UAV constraints. The proposed algorithm is rapid and reduces the path set to only four paths of desired quality with less time complexity. However, the authors make no attempt to reduce the search space size to find the candidate solution efficiently. A general-purpose strategy to improve time complexity of pathfinding by utilizing multi-scale information of the environments was provided by the authors in [77] , and this seems to be a reliable and practical solution. A related review of the literature on improving the runtime search of the pathfinding process was introduced by [78] using sparse A* search (SAS). They draw attention to construct the search space with a reasonable number of nodes via a random function to compute an initial path which is then further optimized. The main weakness of their study is that they make no attempt to reduce the UAV path planning area and consider only few geometric constraints while deploying random nodes. Wang Zhu et al. [79] proposed an enhanced SAS using Dubins path estimation that can significantly reduce path planning time while preserving path accuracy by expanding only a few nodes.
Zhang Kun et al. [80] proposed an improved heuristic algorithm based on SAS considering the UAV flight constraints to find a feasible path efficiently. Sikha Hota and Debasish Ghose [81] proposed a geometric approach for optimal path planning in 3D space considering UAV minimum turn radius. The proposed approach is efficient and reliable in finding a working path even from complex 3D configuration spaces. Evis Plaku et al. [82] proposed a novel over-segmentation method to produce an overlay of the free space into a set of connected regions. The proposed approach yields collision-free and optimal paths with less time complexity. However, the proposed approach does not consider the information about narrow passages, sharp turns, and terrain difficulty that may degrade the algorithm performance in complex 3D environments. An even greater source of concern is to identify the irrelevant areas of the terrain to prune if they cannot contribute to optimal or near-optimal solutions to improve both accuracy and efficiency of pathfinding [83] .
A number of studies have explored a closely related method used for UAV pathfinding with reduced time complexity, the approximation with visibility line algorithm (ApVL) [84] , and the related bounded space algorithm [85] . The ApVL algorithm [84] is an extension of the BLOVL algorithm [60] and it is a promising method for approximate shortest pathfinding for UAVs in urban environments. The proposed method reduces the number of obstacles in pathfinding process (e.g., only consider the straight-line path obstacles), and generates visibility graphs from selected obstacles to find the approximate shortest path incrementally. The proposed algorithm has very high time complexity. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm either produces an inefficient path or requires additional computations to find a collision-free path. In some scenarios, the proposed algorithm even fails to find a valid path due to numerous nearby obstacles. It has been suggested [85] that time complexity of UAV path planning can be significantly reduced by restricting the search space only to a region of interest and this seems to be a reliable solution. The proposed method limits the search space and generates the visibility graph with equi-spaced vertical planes to find collision-free paths. However, the proposed method does not consider the suitability of the first bounded space from a pathfinding point of view and generates a dense visibility graph which increases the time cost.
Sample-based methods, such as rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs) [86] , probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs) [87] and their improved versions, are capable of generating near-optimal global solution in a short time. Due to the conceptual simplicity these algorithms have demonstrated their effectiveness in solving single-query and real-time path planning problems. RRT algorithm and its variants such as Transition-based RRT (T-RRT) [88] , Informed RRT* [89] , Anytime T-RRT (AT-RRT) [90] and RRT-connect [91] are probabilistically complete. Most of the RRT based algorithms have slow convergence rate in high dimensional spaces and they often sacrifice optimality for speed. Karaman and Frazzoli [92] proposed an extended version of the RRT, named RRT*. The proposed solution has better convergence rate than RRT and it finds a near-optimal path through postprocessing. However, the constraints. such as high memory consumption, slow convergence rate, exploration of the whole space and pre-mature convergence by discarding the beneficial samples, make it unsuitable for complex problems. Nasir et al. [93] proposed a variant of RRT* called RRT*-Smart which has better convergence rate than the original RRT* by using the path optimization techniques and intelligent sampling. However, the key limitations of the proposed solution are the high sensitivity to the environment map, large number of iterations and extensive storage requirements. Noreen et al. [94] provided the detailed comparison between three RRT-based methods. A recent study by Iram et a. [95] presents the closely related method to our study based on RRT* named RRT*-AB to find an optimal path. The proposed solution has significant improvements over the conventional RRT* methods. However, the proposed approach is prone to the time performance overheads due to the extensive rewiring operations and near-neighbour search during path length optimization. Therefore, optimal/near-optimal paths produced by the existing algorithms have high computational overheads. Accordingly, an obstacle's geometry and reduced space feasibility analysis have not been jointly considered to obtain better solution quality with less time complexity.
The contributions of this research in the field of UAV global flight path planning can be summarized as follows: (i) it proposes a new flight path planning algorithm based on space circumscription and a sparse visibility graph that has potentials to obtain the optimal or near-optimal path with less time complexity; (ii) it introduces a novel space circumscription method in which a full 3D map is transformed into a circumscribed half cylinder space with path guarantees; (iii) it determines the feasibility of the circumscribed half cylinder space for good quality pathfinding considering multicriteria such as ratio of occupied spaces, dominance of the obstacles, diversity of obstacle avoidance options and ratio of overlapped obstacles; (iv) it expands the circumscribed half cylinder space to next space by exploiting the nearby obstacle geometry if the first circumscribed space fails to offer potential for good quality paths; (v) it generates a sparse visibility graph from the circumscribed space and finds the initial path, which is further optimized by adding more nodes around the initial path nodes.
The Proposed Global Flight Path Planning Algorithm
A space circumscription and sparse visibility graph-based path planning algorithm is necessary to account for the time performance issues stemming from the needless path searches on low-priority spaces of obstacle-rich environments. This algorithm not only reduces time complexity of pathfinding, it also improves path length by exploiting the information about obstacle geometry. The proposed algorithm constrains the path search only to the circumscribed space and safely discards the low-priority spaces from the map that possibly cannot contribute to an optimal or near-optimal path to speedup pathfinding computations. The proposed algorithm effectively resolves the efficiency and accuracy trade-off in UAV pathfinding. This section presents the conceptual overview of the proposed path planning algorithm and outlines its procedural steps. Figure 2 shows the conceptual overview of our proposed global flight path planning algorithm. To find a path between two locations, source u and target v for UAV while avoiding the obstacles present in the operating environment, the following seven principal concepts are introduced: (1) modelling of the UAV operating environment from the real environment map; (2) formation of the circumscribed half cylinder space; (3) multicriteria-based circumscribed half cylinder space complexity analysis; (4) need based extension of the circumscribed half cylinder space; (5) sparse visibility graph generation; (6) initial pathfinding using A * algorithm; and (7) path length optimization by adding more nodes around the initial path nodes. This approach is chosen to lower the overall time required to compute an optimal or near-optimal path by exploiting the geometry of the obstacles. Brief details of the principal components with equations and procedures are as follows.
Modelling of the UAV Operating Environment
The first step of path planning is to model the UAV operating environment with abstract geometrical shapes from a real environment map. It is a way to classify the free (X f ree ) and obstacle regions (X obstacles ), and obstacles can be represented with geometrical shapes, such as cylinders, cubes, polygons and prisms etc. However, in real environments, the shapes and sizes of the objects are not uniform and do not pose an exact geometrical figure, but uneven shaped objects are modelled with their closely resembled geometrical shapes. In this paper, we model the obstacles present in the UAV operating area with 3D convex polyhedrons having six faces. The base height of every obstacle is zero. We process the digital map elevation data according to digital terrain elevation data standard and calculate the convex hull to generate the set of convex obstacles. After geometrical processing of the real environment map a 3D convex polyhedron fixed obstacles map is obtained in the form of a 3D co-ordinate space. Any point p in the modelled environment can be represented with their co-ordinates, p = (x, y, z). The source location is represented with a point u, where u = (x s , y s , z s ) and destination is represented with a point v, where v = (x t , y t , z t ). Considering the UAV environment representation and pathfinding in 3D environments, the objective of the proposed path planning algorithm is to reduce the computing time of pathfinding without impacting the solution quality while finding a collision-free path W from u to v. The path nodes set (W) can be defined as, W ∈ X f ree and W ∩ X obstacles = ∅. In this work, for the path planning problem, the functional model between u and v for two objective optimization is as follows:
The proposed algorithm effectively resolves the two conflicting objectives by making use of the obstacles' geometry information, and UAV is assumed to be a single point.
Formation of the Circumscribed Half Cylinder Space
Exploring a full map during path search can be very costly, and it may yield serious time performance issues in large and complex 3D environments. To effectively resolve this issue, we transform the 3D convex polyhedron fixed obstacles map into a circumscribed half cylinder space having source and target as endpoints with path guarantees to speed-up the pathfinding computations. The space circumscription process consists of five principle steps: (1) specifying source (u) and target (v) locations of UAV's mission, (2) drawing primitive axis P axis (a straight line) between u and v, (3) filtering relevant obstacles (e.g., those obstacles whose edges intersect with the P axis ), (4) analysing the cross-section of filtered obstacles, (5) drawing minimum diameter d min half-circle such that the diameter of the half-circle is not fully covered by the sum of the cross-section of the obstacles that are on the P axis between u and v. Upon reception of the u and v of the UAV mission, we draw a P axis between u and v.
After drawing the P axis , three results can be obtained, such as: (1) no intersection and no collision, (2) no intersection but collision,(3) both intersection and collision. All three results are visually shown in Figure 3 . If no obstacle intersects with the P axis , and collision can be avoided, then path W = P axis , which is a straight line path as shown in Figure 3a . Meanwhile, if no obstacle intersects with the P axis , but there exist some obstacles close to P axis with whom UAV can possibly collide, then we take into account such obstacles and process them to generate a safe flight path between u and v as shown in Figure 3b . In the last scenario, as shown in Figure 3c , some obstacles intersect with the P axis and we need to avoid them in an appropriate way to find the optimal or near-optimal collision-free path between u and v locations. These obstacles are filtered from a 3D map and are processed further. The complete pseudo-code used to filter relevant obstacles from the full map is given in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, map M containing N number of obstacles, source point u, and target point v are provided as an input. Set R, where (R ⊆ N) of relevant obstacles is obtained as an output. Line 2 implements the P axis drawing between two locations u and v. Lines 3−7 perform the filtering of obstacles that intersect with the P axis . Finally, set R of relevant obstacles is returned (line 8). Meanwhile, if no obstacle lies between the source and target locations, then R = ∅ will be returned as an output.
Algorithm 1:
Filtering relevant obstacles from the map.
Input
: (1) Map M containing N number of obstacles, where After that, we analyze the cross-section of relevant obstacles that are on the P axis between u and v. Then, we draw a minimum diameter half-circle keeping source location as the centre of the circle with path guarantees. We draw another half-circle of the same radius at the target side (i.e., keep target location as the centre of the half-circle) and join the bottom arcs of both half-circles with line segments. This results in a 3D C-space whose outlines can be regarded as a half-cylinder and we call this enclosed region a 'circumscribed half cylinder space ', denoted with R 3
1 . This C-space transforms the more difficult geometric problem of finding a path for a UAV, considering its configuration and orientation around the real environment obstacles, into the easier dual problem of finding a path for a point around 3D convex obstacles. A pictorial overview of R 3 1 is given in Figure 4 . It encloses the relevant obstacles, either as a whole or only part of them. Additionally, due to the 3D environment, there can be some more obstacles which are not in set R but lying inside the R 3 1 partially or fully, we add those obstacles in set R and use them in the pathfinding process. The meaningfulness of R 3 1 is that it guarantees the collision-free path between u and v. Meanwhile, R 3 1 can or cannot be ideal for good quality (e.g., optimal or near-optimal) pathfinding due to several complex constraints related to obstacle geometry. By taking into account such constraints and optimal path probabilistic analysis (e.g., when several complex constraints exist in the R 3 1 related to obstacle geometry, a good quality path used to lie outside of the R 3 1 with very high probability), we perform multicriteria-based circumscribed half cylinder space complexity analysis. .
Multicriteria-Based Circumscribed Half Cylinder Space Complexity Analysis
In order to determine whether R 3 1 is feasible for finding a path of good quality or not, a multicriteria-based complexity analysis of R 3 1 is performed. We find the complexity C of R 3 1 by exploiting detailed information about the obstacle geometry such as obstacle occupancy, obstacle placement, obstacles dominance and diversity of obstacle avoidance options that can hinders the path quality. There exists a strong correlation between path quality and space complexity criterions. The overall space complexity is the weighted sum of four criterions such as ratio of occupied spaces, diversity of obstacle avoidance options, dominance of the obstacles and ratio of overlapped obstacles. Brief details of the four criteria with equations and procedures are as follows.
Ratio of Occupied Spaces
To obtain a smooth and natural-looking path for UAV, it is desirable that obstacle occupancy in the space must be low. To quantify the obstacle occupancy in the circumscribed space, we find the total size (X) of the R 3 1 , occupied spaces (X obstacles ) and free spaces (X f ree ). The total size (X) of the half-cylinder space can be obtained using Equation (1) .
where r is the radius of the half-circle and l is the Euclidian distance between u and v obtained using following equation.
Out of the X sized space, we calculate amount of the space occupied by the obstacles (X obstacles ) using Equation (3).
where N is the total number of the obstacles in R 3 1 and VO i is the volume of the obstacles. The volume of an obstacle O i can be calculated using following equation.
where O h , O l , and O w represent the height, length and width of an obstacle respectively. The amount of the free space (X f ree ), where UAV can operate without collision with obstacles can be computed using Equation (5) .
The ratio (r o ) of occupied space can be calculated using Equation (6) .
The value of r o ranges between 0 and 1. We use the ratio (r o ) of occupied space value in overall circumscribed space R 3 1 complexity calculations in Equation (15).
Diversity of Obstacle Avoidance Options
In both local and global path planning, there are generally four options, left, right, up and down (in case of flying or hanged obstacles), to avoid any obstacle a UAV finds during its course. Meanwhile, after the space circumscription, its highly likely that obstacle avoidance options will be reduced, and the diversity of the remaining options may increase. Because of this, a path may contain lots of turns and path length can increase. Therefore, while finding the space complexity, we consider the diversity of obstacle avoidance options. To calculate the diversity (DOAO) of each obstacle avoidance option category, the Simpson index [96] is used. It is known as the most simple and reliable measure for calculating DOAO. In our work, the path cannot be under an obstacle because the base height of all obstacles is zero, and therefore, a total of three options (e.g., top, left and right) are available to bypass any obstacle. The following procedure is used to calculate the DOAO values from the circumscribed space.
1. Calculate the proportion (p i ) of each obstacle avoidance option (e.g., OAO le f t , OAO right , OAO top ) category from the circumscribed space using Equation (7).
where k is the total number of the obstacle avoidance options and it can be calculated using following equation.
2. Sum and square the individual proportions (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p n ) of each obstacle avoidance option category from the circumscribed space. The result is diversity denoted with DOAO.
Equation (9) gives the diversity of the obstacles avoidance options from the circumscribed space R 3
1 . The value of DOAO ranges between 0 and 1. The 0 value of DOAO represents infinite diversity and 1, no diversity. To directly relate the value of DOAO with the space complexity we do (1 − DOAO) in our calculations. The greater the value of DOAO, the greater the obstacles avoidance options diversity, and vice versa.
Dominance of the Obstacles
Apart from the ratio of occupied spaces and diversity of obstacle avoidance options, another factor that introduces a serious performance bottleneck is the obstacle's dominance. If most of the obstacles are centred at one place (i.e., the obstacle distribution is not uniform) in space, then the solution quality degrades. Obstacle dominance introduces cycles in a path because the path grazes many of the obstacles' boundaries before reaching the target location. In order to calculate obstacle dominance, we divide R 3 1 into n small subspaces {SS 1 , SS 2 , SS 3 , . . . , SS n } and find the dominance of each subspace. The obstacle dominance in a subspace (SS i ) is simply the ratio of the occupancy of the obstacles in the subspace divided by the total occupancy of all obstacles in the circumscribed space. For dominance calculations, the R 3 1 is divided into four subspaces (n = 4). The dominance D i of the subspace SS i can be mathematically expressed as,
where X obstacles is the total occupancy of all obstacles in the space as given in Equation (3) and SS i obstacles is the occupancy of the obstacles in the subspace i, and it can be calculated using Equation (11) .
where VO i is the volume of the obstacles and O is the number of the obstacles in the subspace.
After calculating the dominance of the n subspaces, we calculate the overall dominance D x of R 3 1 using Equation (12) .
where D x is the dominance of the obstacles in the R 3 1 . The main reason to take maximum values is to handle the worst cases effectively.
Ratio of Overlapped Obstacles
In some cases, there exist few obstacles which are not penetrated by the primitive axis, but they are overlapped with the relevant (e.g., the obstacles penetrated by the primitive axis) obstacles O i . Such obstacles increase the path calculation time and, once calculated, it can contain many unnecessary turns, as stated by Frontera et al. [84] . Therefore, while evaluating the circumscribed space complexity, we take this factor into account along with the other three factors. The ratio of overlapped obstacles is simply the number of overlapped obstacles in the circumscribed space divided by the total number of relevant obstacles. The number of overlapped obstacles can be calculated using Equation (13) .
where O i denotes the relevant obstacles and O EXT represents the obstacles that intersects with the relevant obstacles O i . The ratio of overlapped obstacles (r oo ) can be calculated using following equation.
where N denotes the number of overlapped obstacles and N represents the total number of relevant obstacles. When all four criterions values have been calculated, the overall complexity C of R 3 1 can be quantified using Equation (15) .
In Equation (15), r o denotes the ratio of occupied spaces, DOAO means the diversity of the obstacle avoidance options, D x is the dominance of the obstacles in the space, and r oo is the ratio of the overlapped obstacles with the relevant obstacles. For the sake of simplicity, we used normalized values of each criterions, therefore the total complexity of the space has the range between 0 and 1. In the above equation, w i , where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the weights of each criterion and they satisfy the two conditions, (i) w i > 0 and (ii) w 1 + w 2 + w 3 + w 4 = 1. We adjust the weights by considering the contribution and importance of each criterion in the space complexity. The probability P of the optimal or near-optimal path W to be found from the first circumscribed space R 3 1 is given as
where C(R 3 1 ) is the complexity of R 3 1 and T is a threshold. The probability value 1 means that no space extension is needed because R 3 1 is good enough for finding an optimal or near-optimal path. Meanwhile, zero probability cases need space extension because R 3 1 fails to offer potential for good quality paths due to complex obstacle geometry. The threshold T value depends on the geometric factors present in the UAV operating environment, such as type of the mission, UAV manoeuvrability constraints and UAV resources. In our experiments, we used a threshold value of 0.65 to decide about the space extension. We performed rigorous experiments to verify the decision criteria using path length as the main objective. However, this value can be adjusted adaptively according to the UAV operating environment and available resources.
Extension of the Circumscribed Half Cylinder Space
Although the first circumscribed half cylinder space guarantees the path between source and target locations, it does not ensure the path quality in every scenario due to obstacle complexity. To effectively resolve this problem and ensure consistent quality, the scenarios which need space extensions are carefully identified though space complexity analysis. Through the use of multicriteria-based complexity analysis of R 3 1 , we were able to accurately identify the scenarios which need relatively bigger space than R 3 1 . Having complete information about the obstacles intersected by the surface of R 3 1 enabled us to extend the space to the next level with ease. We choose this procedure to extend the space since it yields much less computing overhead in space extension and significantly improves path quality . Therefore, by including the obstacles that were crossed by the surface of the R 3 1 and drawing a half-circle in a similar way as we did for the first space creation result into a second circumscribed half cylinder space of relatively bigger size than R 3 1 as shown in Figure 5b . . We call this space an extended space, denoted with R 3 2 inclusive of R 3 1 . The extended space fully includes relevant obstacles and it offers potential for a path to be obtained solely from the extended space R 3 2 . As mentioned earlier, due to the 3D environment, more obstacles can become part of R 3 2 , so we add those obstacles in set R and use them in the pathfinding process. The meaningfulness of R 3 2 is that it is the space from which good quality paths (i.e., the obtained path length is close to the optimal or near-optimal paths) can be obtained with very high probability. The space can be extended further in an analogous way up to the n th -level. Meanwhile, in our algorithm, we extend the spaces up to two levels only because optimal path tends to lie in R 3 1 and R 3 2 with a very high probability. Once the decision about the appropriate space has been made, a visibility graph is generated from the selected circumscribed space for pathfinding.
Sparse Visibility Graph Generation
Visibility graph (VG) is one of the most widely used approaches for UAV pathfinding in a known environment. VG constructs a compact, undirected graph connecting u with v by capturing the connectivity of X f ree to form a network of paths. Due to its simplicity and effectiveness in shortest pathfinding, VG has been widely used in many applications. However, constructing a VG is computationally expensive and the time complexity of constructing VG is O(n 3 ), where n is the number of vertices. Much work on reducing the complexity of VG construction has been carried out by changing obstacle shapes, merging nearby obstacles and ignoring tiny obstacles. More recent evidence [84] shows that time complexity of VG can be reduced to O(n 2 ) in 3D environments by only taking into account the straight line path obstacles.
To further reduce the visibility graph construction time complexity, this paper proposes a sparse visibility graph (SVG) construction algorithm which does not construct the complete visibility graph. This algorithm constructs an SVG from the circumscribed space in the form of a roadmap which has connectivity between u and v via intermediate nodes. Mathematically, SVG is a double edge graph G of inter-visible locations: G = {V, E}. There are two steps to constructs G from a 3D C-space: sampling the nodes set V and creating the edge set E. The first step involves the generation of nodes set V. We used the top, bottom and mid vertices of the obstacles to make the SVG. The top and bottom vertices of the obstacles are known in the form of 3D points (i.e., x, y, z) and mid vertices can be computed on the adjacent edges by employing the midpoint formula. Each obstacle has total eight vertices. The vertices of the ith obstacle along with the values can be mathematically expressed in following matrix The bottom four vertices are generalized to the h min of the UAV and top vertices of the obstacles have height values equal to half-circle radius. For example, for an obstacle whose actual height is higher than the half-circle radius while the top and bottom vertices are given, the set of mid vertices pairs on both the vertical faces F 1 and F 2 can be computed using Equations (18) and (19) .
After finding the nodes set V from the relevant obstacles edges, we add the pair of u and v in set V and create the edge set E via visibility checks. Two nodes p and q in nodes set V are mutually visible if the line segment pq joining them does not intersect with any obstacle. The line of sight (LOS) checking function determines the visible connection between the pair of nodes located on the same obstacle as well as on different obstacles. More details on adding the collision free edges between visible vertices by exploiting the convex characteristics of the obstacles are given in our previous paper [85] . The time complexity of the edges creation process heavily depends on the LOS checking function. Meanwhile, in our work, we reduce the time complexity of the LOS checking function by taking direction into account; that is, it only adds the edges between a pairs of vertices that lead to the direction of the target. We set the visibility of the pair of vertices to false using co-ordinate values that are on the same obstacle but lead to the opposite direction of the target. Therefore, with the linear time complexity of the visibility checking function, the time complexity of SVG creation is O((nk f ) 2 ) time where n is number of obstacles, k is the number of levels, and f is the number of facets. Meanwhile, k has a constant upper bound therefore, the time complexity of SVG is O((n f ) 2 ). Due to less number of obstacles and facets our algorithm is a clear improvement over related studies. With the help of the node set V and edge set E, a graph G is obtained from the circumscribed space which connects u and v, and it possess all properties of a roadmap.
Path Searching
After an SVG is constructed, the pathfinding algorithm is applied to search for the path W. In our work, we used A * algorithm for collision-free pathfinding between u and v on SVG. A* is considered as one of the best heuristic-based optimization algorithms for finding the paths of low cost. A* search avoids expanding the paths that are expensive in terms of path lengths. The evaluation function (i.e., an estimation of path length) used by A* algorithm is given in Equation (20) .
where f (n) represents the estimated total cost of path between source and target location through the node n, g(n) represents the exact path length to reach to node n, and h(n) is the heuristic function which estimates the cost from node n to target location. A * algorithm was chosen to speed up the path searching process over SVG. After the exploration of the SVG using A * algorithm, the path W is obtained. In our work, we calculate the path length and computation time for quantifying the quality of the obtained paths. However, in some cases, the obtained path W cannot be the true shortest path, which requires a post-processing step to optimize it.
Path Length Optimization
In most UAV applications, the length of the planned path is extremely important, and it should be held to a minimum to preserve UAV resources. However, degradation in path length is an unfortunate and inevitable consequence of any path planning algorithm with reduced search space. To circumvent this issue, we optimize the length of the obtained path W by adding more nodes around the initial path nodes. Our proposed path optimization method is mainly carried out in three steps. To begin with, it tries to determine the adjacent neighbour nodes of the path W nodes. Later, we find the distance between the path nodes and their adjacent neighbour nodes. On the closest half region around the initial path nodes, we add more nodes with dense resolution (D res ) and on the farthest half region with sparse resolution (S res ). The reason to cluster more nodes around the initial path nodes is that all nodes possess visibility, and path length can be significantly optimized. After adding more nodes, a path of optimized length is obtained using the newly discovered and initial path nodes by applying the same mechanism as explained in former subsections. This path-refining method reduces the path length significantly with much less computing overhead.
Results and Discussion
This section demonstrates the output of the discussed concepts . The improvements of the proposed algorithm were compared using two criteria; the improvements in computation time and path lengths with the existing closely related algorithms. To benchmark the proposed algorithm, we compared the proposed algorithm results with visibility graph-based and randomized motion planning approaches. All the simulation results were produced and compared on a PC running Windows 10, with a CPU of 2.6 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM, using MATLAB version 9.4.0.813654 (R2018a). In the proposed algorithm simulations, we consider a 25-kg fixed wing UAV similar to our previous work [85] . We considered both local and global constraints during the simulations. The numerical values related to local constraints (i.e., UAV itself) are: maximum steering angle: π/6 radius and wing span: 1 m. The minimum and maximum UAV flight height limits are 22 m and 150m (h min = 22 m, h max = 150 m). The global constraints are related to the obstacle's composition in the environment. We consider four dominant constraints such as obstacle occupancy, obstacle dominance, diversity of obstacle avoidance options and overlapped obstacles in space size selection that can impact solution quality as well as UAV safety. We assumed that the UAV has sufficient battery to finish the mission successfully. The safe distance is set to 10 m (D sa f e = 10 m) for collision avoidance with obstacles. We assumed a zero-wind scenario during the flight. The proposed approach finds paths using visibility graph that respect both local and global constraints. The initialization of the parameters of our algorithm: the weights of each space complexity criterions are 0. 
Comparison with the Visibility Graph-Based Approaches
We compared the proposed algorithm performance with two visibility graph-based path planning algorithms which are closely related to the proposed study in many aspects. To assess the performance of the proposed algorithm, we designed three different scenarios of 3D environments with obstacles. Every scenario is solved using three algorithms, including our own, and the results are then compared. Obstacles have a rectangular base with random width, depth, and height. The details about map sizes, number of maps, source and target locations, obstacle counts and obstacle dimensions, etc. are explained in each scenario. We present the overview of the 3D maps used in the experiments and two exemplary results visually with length values of all three algorithms (ApVL algorithm [84] , Bounded space algorithm [85] and the proposed algorithm) paths in Figure 6 . Scenario (I) is defined within an operational area of size 100 × 100 × 300 − 1000 × 1000 × 400. It includes one hundred maps with random numbers of obstacles (between five and 50). For the convenience of comparing algorithm performance, we arranged all one hundred maps in ten groups based on map size and obstacle counts as shown in Table 1 . The start point u and target point v of the UAV mission are located on different places in each map. To benchmark the proposed path planning algorithm with other existing methods, the proposed method results are compared with ApVL [84] and bounded space [85] algorithms, both of which have been demonstrated as being better than other methods in terms of computing speed and path lengths when finding paths in 3D environments.
Besides the two existing algorithms, we compare the algorithm performance with the optimal solution that is obtained from utilizing the full map information and very dense VG with fine resolution. Depending upon the u and v locations and obstacle placement in each map, the algorithms will tackle a different number of obstacles to find a path W. The area covered by the obstacles is different from map to map.
The ApVL algorithm [84] only processes straight line path obstacles and uses dense VG to find paths incrementally. Meanwhile, the ApVL method incurs a high time cost and yields non-taut paths in many situations. Bounded space algorithm [85] performs path searches on relatively large space (i.e., process a larger number of obstacles) and use dense VG. The paths produced by this algorithm are shorter in length, but computation time is very high. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm processes fewer number of obstacles and uses SVG to find paths of good quality. It also introduces a viable solution to effectively resolve the optimality and speed trade-off by optimizing the path length at the end with much less computing overhead. The environment for each run is different due to the random positions of the obstacles. The complete description regarding the maps used in this scenario and average running time of environment modelling of the proposed algorithm and its comparisons with the two existing algorithms is shown in Table 1 . The environment modelling time shown in Table 1 is the sum of the circumscribed space formation, SVG construction, and SVG enhancement time for path length optimization. Through simulations and comparison with the two existing algorithms, on average, our algorithm reduces the computing time of UAV operating environment modelling by 18.65%. The pathfinding performance results in terms of the running time and their comparison with the two state-of-the-art methods and optimal solution is shown in Figure 7 (Left). The computational time is the average of ten maps in each group (listed in Table 1 ) with random obstacle placement. The mean path length results and their comparison with the two state-of-the-art methods and optimal solution are shown in Figure 7 (Right). These results show that, for each algorithm, the computation time increases with the increase in map size and number of obstacles. Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm shows 11.9% and 26.3% reduction in mean computational time as compared to ApVL and bounded space method, respectively. From the comparisons with the optimal solution, our proposed algorithm lowers the computation time of pathfinding by 39.41%. The proposed algorithm reduces the computational time of pathfinding significantly by searching for paths on high priority spaces using SVG. From path lengths point of view, the proposed algorithm shows 8.33% improvements in mean path length compared to the ApVL algorithm. Meanwhile, average degradation in path lengths for our proposed algorithm with respect to bounded space and optimal solution are only 3.41%. The marginal degradation in path lengths is possibly due to complex obstacle arrangement that can be optimized by extending space or decreasing graph resolution values.
Scenario (II) contains ten maps with a pre-determined number of obstacles over an operational area of 1 km 2 to assess impacts of increased obstacles on algorithm performance. These obstacles are placed in 3D environments in such a way that all obstacles will be processed to obtain the final path. Table 2 summarizes the results of our proposed algorithm with varying numbers of obstacles and its comparison with the two existing algorithms. The bounded space algorithm [85] provides the shortest path whose length is very close to the optimal solution (although it finds paths at a very high time cost). Therefore, we used the path provided by the bounded space algorithm [85] as a reference path to measure the quality of paths produced by the proposed and ApVL algorithms. We reported the average path lengths of the bounded space algorithm, and path lengths in the form of ratios for our proposed algorithm and ApVL algorithm in Table 2 . When the environment becomes crowded with obstacles, our algorithm can find a collision-free and good quality path inside these areas efficiently. The proposed method is superior than the ApVL and bounded space methods in computation time even with an increased number of obstacles. The paths produced by the proposed algorithm are shorter and smoother than the ApVL algorithm and only marginally longer than the bounded space method. Through simulations and comparison with the two existing algorithms on these ten obstacle counts specific maps, on average, our proposed algorithm reduces the computing time of pathfinding by 31.08%. From a path length point of view, the paths produced by our algorithm are only marginally (0.01-1.3%) longer than the reference paths. Scenario (III) is defined within an operational area of size 200 × 200 × 400 − 1000 × 1000 × 400. It includes five maps with random numbers of obstacles (between five and 25). We compared the algorithms through five experiments on each map with alternate locations of the u and v in each run to validate the applicability and efficiency of the proposed algorithm for practical purposes. By changing the locations of u and v, the number of obstacles processed in each run can be different and, accordingly, the path length and computation time may wary. The proposed algorithm averages obtained from 25 runs are shown in Figure 8 . From a path length point of view, the proposed algorithm improves path length by 5.3% compared to the ApVL algorithm and shows marginal degradation (1.28%) compared to the bounded space algorithm. These results emphasize the validity of the proposed algorithm with respect to achieving better computational time and improved path lengths. Apart from the numerical result companions, we compared the proposed algorithm results in three unique aspects with the existing visibility graph-based algorithms.
A. Compared with the previous solution in search space size: Figure 9 shows the search space selected by the bounded space and proposed algorithm for pathfinding. From the results, it can be seen that bounded space algorithm Figure 9a unnecessarily considers more space compared to the proposed algorithm Figure 9b . The collision-free path lies along the straight-line and it can be computed by avoiding only one obstacle. Ignoring the obstacles complexity in space reduction process dramatically increases the solution cost. In contrast, the proposed algorithm considers the obstacles' complexity and circumscribes the search space of small size which is enough for good quality collision-free pathfinding. In the given scenario, the proposed algorithm only considers one relevant obstacle. Meanwhile, bounded space algorithm processes nine obstacles causing a very high time performance overheads. B. Compared with the previous solution in path guarantees (i.e., completeness): ApVL algorithm [84] does not guarantee the path from the selective part of the UAV's C-space due the presence of the nearby obstacles. Figure 10 presents a scenario where the ApVL algorithm [84] fails to find a path even though it exists. Ignoring the path guarantees in the space reduction process, instead of considering only the straight-line path obstacles which is not an effective method of reducing computing time of pathfinding in a fine-grained manner. However, the proposed algorithm always guarantees a path from the selective part of the UAV's C-space. C. Compared with the previous solutions in graph size: Most of the visibility graph-based path planning algorithms are prone to very high time performance overheads due to the extensive visibility checks. In order to effectively resolves this issue, we generate sparse graph considering the goal direction with only few nodes and edges. Figure 11 shows the graph size for finding a path from a 3D environment involving five obstacles. From the results, it can be observed that the proposed algorithm contains only fewer potential nodes. The proposed algorithm performs less number of visibility checks compared to ApVL [84] and bounded space [85] during SVG construction which significantly reduces the computation load. Although the proposed approach is a major advance, a high number of initial path nodes can limit its performance. The worst case time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n 3 ). However, simulation results show that computing time does not increase as fast as O(n 3 ) in all three scenarios while finding paths of comparable lengths. The results obtained from all three scenarios and three examples emphasize the validity of the proposed algorithm with respect to achieving better computing time, improved path length, and lower computational complexity. This study provides additional support for quick pathfinding compared to the current state-of-the-art and closely related methods. The findings appear to be well substantiated for both accuracy and efficiency.
Comparison with the Randomized Motion Planning Techniques
To further validate the proposed algorithm's feasibility and effectiveness, we compared the proposed algorithm results with the RRT* algorithm [92] and its improved version RRT*-AB [95] . RRT* algorithm [92] is superior compared to RRT due to the two optimization procedures in the extend function. It ignores the connection of high cost and retains only the low cost vertices to obtain a path with minimum cost. RRT*-AB [95] shows clear improvements in path lengths and convergence rate as compared to the earlier versions of RRT* algorithm. The proposed approach bounds the search space between the initial and goal locations. It performs intelligent sampling in the bounded space for tree construction. Once an initial path is found, the proposed approach optimizes the path length using three strategies such as concentrated sampling, node rejection and path pruning. The RRT*-AB approach has slow convergence rate, and it performs extensive rewiring in finding the optimal path. In contrast, the proposed algorithm chooses the appropriate space intelligently for low cost pathfinding with fewer nodes. Figure 12 shows a pictorial overview of the proposed algorithm, RRT*-algorithm and RRT*-AB algorithm path results obtained from a 3D environment. In Figure 12 , our proposed algorithm gives path length value of 594.54 m, as compared to RRT* and RRT*-AB algorithms that give path length values of 627 m and 614 m respectively. In terms of computational efficiency, the proposed algorithm is faster and features lower computational complexity across experiments. To compare the proposed algorithm results, we select five maps from each map groups listed in Table 1 and perform five experiments on each map with random numbers of obstacles (between 5 to 50). The average computation times and path lengths obtained from the simulations are summarized in Table 3 . The average time shown in Table 3 is the sum of the modelling phase (i.e., graph/tree construction) and path searching phase. The results clearly illustrate that the proposed algorithm yields more time efficient and near-optimal paths, with the exception of the first two cases, where the RRT*-AB has improved path lengths due to the small scale 3D environments with only fewer obstacles. It is clear that, as the environment size and number of obstacles grow, the performance of the proposed approach improves on both metrics (i.e., running time and path lengths). Through simulations and comparison with the RRT* and RRT*-AB, on average, our algorithm reduces the overall time required to compute an optimal/near-optimal path by 38.45%. From the path lengths point of view, it lowers the path lengths by 5.6% in most cases. Besides the computing times and path lengths, we compared the proposed algorithm performance with RRT* and its variant on the basis of number of path nodes and tree/graph nodes. In Table 4 , the performance of the proposed approach in terms of average graph/tree nodes and path nodes for the aforementioned experiments is presented. As given in the last two rows of Table 4 , the graph nodes and number of path nodes of the proposed SVG approach are much lower than other methods. The proposed algorithm is complete, and it is applicable for various UAV missions. The proposed algorithm performs well regarding good quality pathfinding for two reasons: (1) the novel space circumscription method is introduced, which not only reduces computation time by constraining the path search to the high priority space, but also helps in finding an optimal or near-optimal path with very high probability; and (2) the SVG, which generates a very sparse visibility graph, reduces the computation time of pathfinding significantly by allowing direction oriented target search. The proposed algorithm resolves time performance issues stemming from the size of the search space and needless path searches on low priority spaces, and in addition, it overcomes the difficulty of pathfinding for UAVs in an obstacle-rich environment.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a global flight path planning algorithm based on space circumscription and sparse visibility graph for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in three-dimensional (3D) environments with fixed convex obstacles. The main goals of the proposed algorithm are to reduce the computing time of both environment modelling and pathfinding without significantly impacting the path quality for UAVs flying at low-altitudes in 3D environments. We devised a novel method by exploiting the information about obstacle geometry to circumscribe the search space in the form of a half cylinder that guarantees an optimal or near-optimal path with significantly reduced time cost. We generate a sparse visibility graph from the circumscribed space and find the initial path, which is subsequently optimized by adding more nodes around the initial path nodes. The proposed algorithm effectively resolves the efficiency and optimality trade-off, and in most cases, it consistently performs better than state-of-the-art and closely related global flight path planning algorithms. It reduces pathfinding computing time significantly by constraining path searches only to the high priority circumscribed space and, at the same time, find paths that are only marginally longer than the optimal path. In future work, we are planning to enhance the proposed algorithm by incorporating in-depth obstacle geometry information for more intelligent space circumscription and visibility graph generation. Furthermore, we are focusing to apply the proposed approach in space decomposition for UAV coverage tasks in urban settings due to its simplicity, effectiveness, ease of implementation and less computational complexity. Finally, we intend to extend the proposed algorithm for solving multi-objectives path planning problems in large and complex 3D environments.
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